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He came to talk about health. Emmanuel Macron is in Vendôme in the Loir et Cher where he is 
currently taking part in a meeting with caregivers. A trip under high security, as the head of State 
was greeted earlier by a concert of pans from a hundred demonstrators who were kept away by 
security services. 
 
He admits it was a mistake. The Vice-President of the Mayotte Departmental Council Salime Deré 
apologizes after his controversial statement concerning the Wuambushu operation. He had 
mentioned the killing of delinquents in order to fight trafficking and illegal immigration affecting 
the French department. The elected representative of Mayotte clarified that he did not truly 
mean that. 
 
Pierre Palmade may soon leave the hospital of Villejuif. According to information communicated 
by BFM TV, the actor will be transferred to the Bordeaux University Hospital. Two months after 
the road accident he caused under the influence of cocaine in seine et marne, the comedian 
remains indicted for homicide and involuntary injuries and placed under judicial supervision. 
 
We lost a free spirit, a man of books and commitment, stated Emmanuel Macron, after the death 
of François Léotard. The former Minister of Defense and Culture died at the age of 81. he had 
also been deputy of the Var and mayor of Fréjus during his career marked by legal troubles. 
François Léotard had been sentenced in March of 2021 to two years of a suspended prison 
sentence for complicity in the abuse of corporate assets in the Karachi case. 
 
And then a word of sports: At Wimbledon, Russian and Belarusian tennis players will be allowed 
to compete this summer as neutral athletes. This is what the organizer of the British tournament 
has decided in agreement with the government. In parallel, the tournament is committed to 
helping Ukraine; a donation of one pound will be made for each ticket holder, which will result 
in a contribution of more than half a million pounds, i.e. more than 500,000 euros. 


